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Complete voice and
data solution with
Power over Ethernet 
to facilitate implemen-
tation of converged
applications

DATA SHEET

OVERVIEW
The 3Com® NBX® PoE Bundle, featuring the 3Com Baseline Switch 2426-
PWR Plus solution and 3Com NBX V3000 Analog Platform, represents 
a unique value—an IP telephony and Power over Ethernet (PoE) switch
solution with features and price optimized for the small-to-medium
business market. Easy-to-order and install, the solution economically
delivers the benefits of a converged network.

KEY BENEFITS
PROVIDE AN EASY PATH TO NETWORK CONVERGENCE
Organizations with minimal IT staff and the need for an exceptionally
cost-effective solution can now enjoy the benefits of Voice over IP (VoIP)
communications with easy installation that minimizes network disrup-
tions and the need for a fork-lift network upgrade. The Bundle offers
plug-and-play deployment, auto-detection for impressively simple moves,
adds and changes and a single cable run for both voice and data devices.
Additionally, the web-configurable 2426-PWR Plus switch automatically
detects and prioritizes NBX IP telephony traffic, transparently ensuring
the highest possible audio quality. 

IMPLEMENT ADVANCED VOIP APPLICATIONS  
The Bundle delivers enterprise-class capabilities that are customized and
priced for small-to-medium businesses. A full range of productivity-
enhancing features include 400 hours of voicemail storage, four analog
trunk ports, one station-side port for an analog home or fax machine,
four auto-attendant/voice mail ports,call detail reporting (CDR), the
award-winning NBX NetSet™ browser-based system administration, NBX
pcXset™ softphone functionality, automatic call distribution (ACD),
voice mail/email integration and a personal operator for customizable
call handling.

MAXIMIZE RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
Organizations can implement step-by-step expansion, matching their
network to business needs and budget. The addition of an NBX Expansion
Chassis boosts system support to as much as 1,500 devices and adds a
wide array of advanced functionality for network, remote office and
T1/E1 access. The type and number of IP phones—and access points 
if wireless connectivity is desired—can be determined over time. Full
802.3af-compliant PoE support on all ports of the 2426-PWR Plus switch
can power 3Com IP phones, lowering total cost of ownership by eliminat-
ing the need to run additional wiring to each phone.

3Com® NBX® V3000 PoE Bundle
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3Com NBX V3000 PoE Bundle 3CV3000PWRB
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